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Abstract— We present an analysis of eye tracking data produced during a quality-focused user study of our own foveated ray tracing
method. Generally, foveated rendering serves the purpose of adapting actual rendering methods to a user’s gaze. This leads to
performance improvements which also allow for the use of methods like ray tracing, which would be computationally too expensive
otherwise, in fields like virtual reality (VR), where high rendering performance is important to achieve immersion, or fields like scientific
and information visualization, where large amounts of data may hinder real-time rendering capabilities. We provide an overview of our
rendering system itself as well as information about the data we collected during the user study, based on fixation tasks to be fulfilled
during flights through virtual scenes displayed on a head-mounted display (HMD). We analyze the tracking data regarding its precision
and take a closer look at the accuracy achieved by participants when focusing the fixation targets. This information is then put into
context with the quality ratings given by the users, leading to a surprising relation between fixation accuracy and quality ratings.
Index Terms—Ray tracing, eye-tracking, foveated rendering
1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
One of the major goals of virtual reality is the ability to present a real or
imagined world to the user in a compelling and convincing way. With
head-mounted displays (HMDs) becoming widely available, a suitable
display technology which enables an immersive presentation already
exists. To guarantee a visually convincing experience, it is highly
important to provide a sufficient display resolution. While early devices
worked at low resolutions (Forte VFX 3D, 1997, 263×480×2 = 0.25
million pixels), modern HMDs have improved much in this regard
(StarVR, 2016, 2560×1440×2 = 7.37 million pixels). Nevertheless,
the resolution is still a limiting factor regarding immersion: According
to Warren Hunt [5], it would be necessary to render at a resolution of
32k×24k = 768 million pixels for the full dynamic field of view (200◦
horizontally, 150◦ vertically) to match the full retinal resolution. This
is two orders of magnitude more than current HMDs.
As rendering at such resolutions interactively is far beyond reach of
current and foreseeable hardware and software solutions, it is necessary
to develop methods which enable us to use increasing display resolu-
tions while maintaining update rates. This challenge can be approached
by adopting techniques from the field of foveated rendering, where a
user’s gaze and the perceptual limitations of human vision are exploited
in order to adaptively adjust rendering quality across the image plane.
According to [14], central vision in humans happens within the areas
of the fovea (up to 5.2◦ from the optical axis), the parafovea (up to 9◦)
and the perifovea (up to 17◦), while vision in areas further away from
the central optical axis is referred to as peripheral vision.
While early foveated rendering methods did not employ eye-tracking
and made use of focus assumptions [3] and models of visual attention
[1, 17], such systems have the inherent limitation of being unable to
predict the user’s focus exactly. Most foveated rendering methods so
far employed rasterization (e.g., [4]), but some ray-based methods have
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also been introduced. Fujita et al. [2] use a precomputed sampling
pattern and kNN-based methods to reconstruct an image from sparse
samples. Pohl et al. [8] present a system for exploiting lens astigmatism
in HMDs. Their rendering system consists of a CPU-based ray tracer
and ray casting, but it does not adapt to the content or the user’s gaze.
Stengel et al. [10] present a system that reduces the amount of shading
in rasterization by accounting for visual acuity, eye motion, contrast and
brightness adaptation. Our system is focused mainly on the reduction
of the amount of traced rays, which inherently includes shading.
The data presented in this paper is based on the foveated ray tracing
technique presented in [16], which allows for a fully adaptive adjust-
ment of rendering quality across the image plane without the necessity
of rendering large areas at uniform resolutions. In addition, we in-
corporate a reprojection technique to improve image quality and fill
gaps in the sparsely sampled image. This is related to methods like
Walter et al.’s Render Cache [13], the Holodeck Ray Cache [15], the
Tapestry system [9], the Shading Cache [12] and the system by Jeschke
et al. presented in [6]. However, what makes our system unique is the
combination of a performance-focused reprojection method based on
a coarse geometry approximation with foveated rendering methods to
achieve visually pleasant results that can be rendered very fast.
Our rendering algorithm is fully parameterized by the user’s gaze,
which is determined using a binocular SMI eye-tracker built into an
Oculus Rift DK2. We conducted user studies that have shown the visual
quality achieved by our system to be mostly indiscernible from full ray
tracing while its rendering performance is clearly superior.
While accounting for the perceived rendering quality is extremely
important for developing perception-aware rendering methods, this
paper serves the purpose of taking a closer look at the recorded eye-
tracking data of participants and their relation to the outcome of the
study. In order to do this, it is necessary to understand the basic design
of the user study and to know which data has been recorded, which
is described in Section 2. Our approach to analyzing this data as well
as the results of this analysis are presented in Section 3, revealing a
surprising relation between fixation accuracy and quality ratings.
The key contribution of our work is to demonstrate how the presence
of effects like visual tunneling can influence a user’s perception in a
foveated rendering setup in a way that allows for altering rendering
quality to improve rendering performance in certain scenarios. This
is done by looking into the user’s ability to focus moving and static
fixation targets in various scenes. The focusing accuracy is then de-
termined by comparing the fixation targets with the recorded tracking
data. Finally, comparing this accuracy with quality ratings given by par-
ticipants provides possible evidence of the presence of visual tunneling
effects [7] and the magnitude of their influence on the users’ perception.
Another contribution is an estimation of eye-tracking precision towards
outer image areas. This information is also used to filter the tracking
data. We draw conclusions and make suggestions how to benefit from
our findings in practical systems in Section 4.
(a) Sponza (b) Rungholt (c) Tunnel Geom
(d) Tunnel Maps (e) Full Ray Tracing (f) Foveated rendering
Fig. 1: (a) to (d): Scenes used for user studies of our implementations. (e), (f): A direct comparison between full ray tracing and foveated
rendering including the foveal region configuration.
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Fig. 2: Foveal function determining the sampling probability per pixel
as a function of eccentricity. Parameters (r0,r1, pmin) are freely ad-
justable [16].
2 RENDERING PROCESS AND TEST SETUP
Ray-based methods allow for fully adaptive sampling of the image
plane. Therefore, we dynamically adjust the sampling probability of
each individual pixel by accounting for its eccentricity (angular distance
to the user’s gaze). This adjustment is based on a freely parameterizable
falloff function (the foveal function). While the physiology of the
human eye shows a hyperbolic falloff in visual acuity with increasing
distances to the fovea, this only matches the receptor density of cones,
which are responsible for color perception. The density of rods, which
enable brightness perception, decreases in a much more linear fashion
[11]. Also, a linear model matches visual acuity well for small angles
[4]. As this results in humans being very sensitive to flickering and
motion in the peripheral areas of the visual field, we decided to adopt a
piecewise linear foveal function instead of a hyperbolic falloff. This
function is shown in Fig. 2.
The foveal function is used to make a sampling decision for each
individual pixel in an image for each rendering iteration. This yields
a decreased coverage of the image with pixel information towards the
outer regions, making it necessary to fill in the gaps. To do this, we
employ a reprojection method. First, color and geometry information
are always computed for a uniformly sampled low-resolution version
of the image (referred to as support image and support G-buffer). This
information is used to generate a coarse, view-dependent mesh which
is overlayed with the previous frame’s color information and then
reprojected to the new view. Reprojection errors due to disocclusions or
movement and areas with insufficient quality are filled with information
from the support image, while areas around geometric discontinuities
are fully resampled.
Depending on the chosen parameters for the foveal function (referred
to as the foveal region configuration or FRC), speedups compared to full
ray tracing may vary. For a medium-sized FRC, which has exhibited
good perceptual results in our user study, a speedup of 1.46 to 1.92
is achieved for scenes illuminated with a single point light. For one
area light with 8 samples per pixel (spp), these increase to a range
of 2.52 to 3.52, while using ambient occlusion with 16 spp yields
speedups between 3.02 and 4.18 depending on the scene. Speedups
have been determined for a single standard flight through the scenes
Sibenik, Sponza, Rungholt and Urban Sprawl. Measurements have
been performed on a standard PC with an Intel Core i7-3820 CPU,
64GiB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce Titan X graphics card at a
resolution of 1182×1464.
To verify the visual quality of our method, we conducted a user
study which was designed as a within-subject study with a 4×4×3
full factorial design. Each participant completed 96 trials in randomized
order, consisting of a full factorial combination of four scenes {Sponza,
Tunnel geom, Tunnel maps, Rungholt} (see Fig. 1), four FRCs {small,
medium, large, full} (described below) and three fixation types {fixed,
moving, free}. All conditions were presented twice. Full ray tracing
was included as the FRC full, representing our control group. Each trial
consisted of an 8-second-flight with one specific factor combination.
The utilized FRCs consisted of parameter triplets for the foveal function:
small (r0 = 5◦,r1 = 10◦, pmin = 0.01), medium (10◦,20◦,0.05), large
(15◦,30◦,0.1) and full (∞,∞,1).
Fixation types were varied in order to determine the influence of
visual tunneling effects. The fixed focus mode included a fixation cross
at the image center which users had to focus the entire time, while
the moving target mode included the task of focusing a green, moving
sphere. This sphere’s motion was tied to randomly generated paths
across the image area and happened at static velocities. We varied the
utilized paths in all trials except in repetitions to avoid learning effects.
However, they were identical for all subjects. The foveal region was
always centered around the fixation target for both modes. The free
focus mode allowed users to freely look around in the image. It is left
out in the remainder of this paper as it does not provide any reference
for comparing recorded gaze coordinates. Nevertheless, the quality
ratings for this data could be analyzed based on our findings regarding
tracking precision.
Users had to rate the perceived quality as their agreement to the
statements ”The shown sequence was free of visual artifacts.” and ”I
was confident of my answer.” on a 7-point Likert scale from strongly
disagree (-3) to strongly agree (3). During all trials, we recorded the
tracking data to determine whether users followed the prescribed paths.
Rendering was performed at the Oculus Rift DK2’s full update rate of
75Hz, while eye-tracking had an asynchronous update rate of 60Hz.
Performing an ANOVA and subsequent t-tests on the user study data
has shown that users could not reliably differentiate between full and
foveated ray tracing with a FRC of medium or large (the quality ratings
given by the users showed no statistically significant differences for
these FRCs). The significant main effect of fixation types suggested the
presence of visual tunneling effects that made some amount of visual
artifacts imperceivable to the users. Over all scenes, the moving target
mode was rated significantly better (M = 0.99, SD = 1.63) than the
static (M = 0.43, SD = 1.81) and free (M = 0.43, SD = 1.89) fixation
modes. A detailed description of both the rendering algorithm and the
user study as well as its results can be found in [16].
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Fig. 3: Relation between tracking precision and fixation target’s dis-
tance to the image center. Ch, Cv and Cmax denote the extents of the area
used by the eye tracker’s calibration method horizontally, vertically and
diagonally. The dotted green line represents the result of linear regres-
sion with a static slope, while the blue line represents linear regression
with a quadratic equation. Residuals are shown in red.
3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Our goal is to analyze the tracking data and the user’s corresponding
quality ratings for the presence of effects like visual tunneling. Such
effects may influence quality ratings in a way that yields results which
would otherwise be unexpected when taking a look at the raw data.
3.1 Tracking precision
Before analyzing the recorded data any further, we need to ensure
its validity. Eye-tracking precision suffers significantly towards outer
image areas, which is also why calibration of the eye tracker only takes
a relatively small area around the image center into account. In order to
estimate the tracking precision, we looked at the distance between the
recorded gaze and the fixation target’s position in the image for each
frame. We assume that the basic statistical distribution of the user’s
gaze relative to the fixation target is largely independent of the fixation
target’s position in the image. The analysis of the user study in [16] is
based on the same assumption.
Let Fp,t(i) be the fixation target’s distance to the image center and
Gp,t(i) the recorded distance between the gaze and the fixation target for
participant p in trial t at frame i. First, the data is sorted and averaged
into bins of width w = 0.25◦ depending on the fixation target position,
so that we get n = dmax(Fp,t(i))/we bins B j = (F¯j, G¯ j),0≤ j < n with
Fj = {Fp,t(i) | j ·w≤ Fp,t(i)< ( j+1) ·w}, (1)
G j = {Gp,t(i) |Fp,t(i) ∈ Fj} (2)
and F¯j and G¯ j as the average values for the according bin. G j can be
interpreted as an approximate inverse measure of the tracking quality
for eccentricity j ·w. We are now interested in the relation between G j
and Fj. To achieve more information about this relation, we perform
a linear regression analysis. We assume that the relation between the
fixation target’s position and the tracking precision can be described
by Gˆ j = β0 + β1Fj + β2F2j . Linear regression on the prepared data
yields β = (6.723,−0.058,0.037) with an R2 value of 0.8317 and a
correlation of 0.912. The p-values for the constant and square terms
show their statistical significance (p≈ 0), while the linear term is not
significant with p = 0.679. Fig. 3 shows the linear and the quadratic
predictions for the gaze deviation. From the regression result the
decrease in tracking precision with increasing eccentricities of the
fixation target is clearly visible. Also, the figure includes the maximum
extents of the area used by the eye tracker’s calibration method. It is
visible that the precision drops rapidly only a few degrees away from
this area. Note that the results cannot be directly interpreted as the
eye tracker’s exact precision, as they include saccadic eye movements
and latency-based deviations. However, they enable us to estimate the
distance-dependent falloff in tracking precision.
Due to the decreasing tracking quality in outer areas, we filter the
data to only include fixation target positions within the area used for
calibration before further analysis.
3.2 Fixation Accuracy
After filtering the recorded tracking data to only include the area of
the image with good tracking reliability, we compare the participants’
average fixation accuracy for the individual scenes. Figures 4a and 4b
show the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the fixed and
the moving fixation target, respectively. The horizontal axis shows the
angular distance between the user’s gaze and the fixation target. While
the 95% quantile of fixation accuracy was below 1.1◦ even in the scene
with the worst fixation accuracy (Rungholt), the greatest 95% quantile
was almost 15◦ for the moving target. 95% quantiles for the fixed target
were all in [0.76, 1.03], while the moving target yielded 95% quantiles
within [11.83, 14.59]. The much lower accuracy of the moving target
fixation also means that the participants’ gaze was often centered inside
the border region or even outside of the area rendered all full detail.
Consequently, parts of the image rendered at lower resolutions which
have been reconstructed by our reprojection method were present in the
area of central vision. Effects that may have caused the low accuracy
include tracking latency and unpredictability of the moving target’s
path across the image plane.
3.3 Perceived Quality
Based on the data presented above, when it comes to rating the per-
ceived quality for the fixed and moving targets, one would expect an
inferior outcome for the latter. However, Fig. 4c unmistakably reveals
that the opposite is the case: On average, the quality ratings for moving
target fixation were better for all scenes. We interpret this as strong
evidence for the presence of a visual tunneling effect, which means
that human perception effectively filters the artifacts that are present
in our foveated rendering system, making them largely imperceivable.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of gaze deviation, based on the data’s 75%
quartile. The color range indicates how often the users’ gaze has been
measured to be at the respective relative position to the fixation target
(shown as count in the image). The illustrated deviation matches the
data shown in Fig. 4. It becomes visible that there is a shift to the right
for the deviation from the moving target. This is the case because our
fixation paths were not equally distributed regarding the movement of
the fixation target, which has moved left more often than right, causing
the user’s focus to be slightly shifted towards the right of the target on
average.
4 CONCLUSION
We have presented an analysis of the tracking data recorded during our
user study on foveated ray tracing. In addition to providing contextual
information by giving an overview of our rendering method, we have
shown that there is a significant decrease in tracking quality towards
outer areas of the user’s field of view. This is important for the imple-
mentation of foveated rendering algorithms as they need to be aware
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Fig. 4: (a) and (b) show the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for fixation accuracies measured for fixed and moving targets. Dotted lines
show the 95% quantiles of gaze deviations for each scene. It is clearly visible that the fixation for the moving target has been much more difficult
with 95% quantiles of deviations between 13 and 15 degrees. (c) shows the quality ratings given by the participants for the individual scenes and
fixation modes. Although fixation accuracy has been much worse for the moving target, mean quality ratings were higher for all scenes. This
is illustrated by the line segments between the two boxes for each scene, whose ends represent the respective mean values. S = Sponza, TG =
TunnelGeom, TM = TunnelMaps, R = Rungholt. The subscript denotes whether the plotted data belongs to the moving (M) or the fixed target (F).
of the intersection between the image plane and the area of central
vision in order to provide sufficient visual quality and avoid artifacts.
We have found significant differences in the user’s ability of focusing
moving and static fixation targets. Though, while the user’s tracked
gaze was scattered over a far larger area around the fixation target for
the moving fixation mode, the quality ratings given by the users seemed
counterintuitive. For all scenes used during the study, the mean quality
ratings were better for the moving fixation target, although the user’s
gaze did not match the fixation target, and thus the area rendered at
full detail, very well. We attribute this to the presence of a strong
visual tunneling effect induced by the task of following a moving target,
effectively reducing the participant’s field of view. The information
presented in this paper can be utilized for further adaptation of foveated
rendering methods, exploiting information about the potential presence
of visual tunneling to improve rendering performance by adapting the
visual quality level. This effectively supports the development of fast,
high-quality rendering algorithms needed for high-resolution render-
ing at high frame rates which are necessary for providing a pleasant
user experience when using HMDs for visualization in VR and other
disciplines.
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